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Abstract
Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT) runtime systems are based on the idea of dividing
an algorithm into small units of work, known as tasks. The runtime system is then respon-
sible for scheduling and executing these tasks in an efficient manner by taking into account
the resources provided to it and the associated data dependencies between the tasks. One
of the primary challenges faced by AMTs is managing such fine-grained parallelism and
the overheads associated with creating, scheduling and executing tasks. This work de-
velops methodologies for assessing and managing overheads associated with fine-grained
task execution in HPX, our exemplar Asynchronous Many-Task runtime system. Known
optimization techniques, viz. active message coalescing, task inlining and parallel loop it-
eration chunking are applied to HPX. Active message coalescing, where messages bound
to the same destination are aggregated into a single message, is presented as a solution
to minimize overheads associated with fine-grained communications. Methodologies and
metrics for analyzing fine-grained communication overheads are developed. The metrics
identified and implemented in this research aid in evaluating network efficiency by giving
us an intrinsic view of the underlying network overhead that would be difficult to measure
using conventional methods. Task inlining, a method that allows runtime systems to man-
age the overheads introduced by a large number of tasks by merging tasks together into
one thread of execution, is presented as a technique for minimizing fine-grained task over-
heads. A runtime policy that dynamically decides whether to inline a task is developed and
evaluated on different processor architectures. A methodology to derive a largely machine
independent constant that allows controlling task granularity is developed. Finally, the
machine independent constant derived in the context of task inlining is applied to chunk-
ing of parallel loop iterations, which confirms its applicability to reduce overheads, in the
context of finding the optimal chunk size of the combined loop iterations.
ix
Chapter 1. Introduction
The breakdown of Dennard scaling [1] and slowdown in Moore’s Law [2] has resulted in
a paradigm shift from the uni-processor era towards multi-core and many-core technolo-
gies. Following this shift in industry, today’s supercomputers rely on many-core machines
and hardware accelerators to achieve the FLOPS (Floating Point Operations Per Second)
advertised. Hardware accelerator options such as GPUs and Xeon Phis increase the core
count by orders of magnitudes. It is evident from the trends seen in table 1.1 that future
machines will continue to increase intra-node concurrency via the addition of cores and ac-
celerators. Keeping in line with the changes in the hardware, the focus of scientific software
development is changing from relying on an increase in the clock speed of newer processors
to exploiting parallelism from these new highly concurrent architectures.
Many modern HPC(High Performance Computing) applications use a hybrid program-
ming model where MPI [3] is responsible for inter-node operations whereas another thread-
ing library such as OpenMP [4] is responsible for intra-node parallelism. MPI, which is
an abbreviation for Message Passing Interface, is a widely used standard for distributed
information exchange. First released in 1994, MPI is an example of SPMD (single program
multiple data) parallelism where each node in the distributed architecture executes its own
copy of the application and communicates with other nodes via message passing. MPI ini-
tially only supported synchronous messages which was later extended to support for sending
asynchronous messages with the release of version 2 of the MPI standard. OpenMP, an
abbreviation for Open Multi-Processing, is a standard for shared memory multiprocessing.
OpenMP employs a fork-join method of parallelism where a master thread forks a number
Table 1.1. TOP500 by Year
Year 2005 2010 2015 2019
Machine BlueGene/L Tianhe-1A Tiahhe-2 Summit
Number of Cores 131,072 186,368 3,120,000 2,397,824
Number of Nodes 65,536 7,168 16,000 4,356
1
of slave threads in order to perform parallel tasks, at the end of which the slave threads join
with the master thread. Since version 3 of OpenMP standard, support for asynchronous
tasks have been added to OpenMP. Furthermore, OpenMP 4 provided directives to offload
computation to accelerators. Scientific software development for HPC largely follows the
MPI+X model where MPI is paired with some form of shared memory parallelism such as
OpenMP, C++ threads, Pthreads or even hardware accelerators such as GPUs.
Asynchronous Many-Task(AMT) runtime systems have been gaining popularity in re-
cent years as a possible solution towards effective utilization of available concurrency [5].
These runtime systems are founded on the idea of decomposing an algorithm into units of
work, known as tasks, and executing them asynchronously. The amount of work contained
in a task determines the granularity of the task. A task can be fine-grained containing only
a few instructions or coarse-grained containing many instructions. The granularity of tasks
plays a vital role in efficient utilization of hardware resources. Fine-grained tasks allow
the total computation to be distributed evenly among the processors which enables better
load balancing. In the event of an unforeseen delay in execution of a task, fine-grained
tasks are preferable as the amount of work available in the system is abundant so that the
resources can stay busy whereas a coarse-grained program experiencing the same delay will
not be able to keep all of its resources busy and therefore stall the program execution. Fine-
grained tasks also allow for flexibility in managing latencies. For example, a fine-grained
tasks can be scheduled during the time another task is waiting for a resource to be ready.
On the other hand, larger task granularity would not be able to effectively fill in the small
gaps in CPU utilization due to lack of tasks small enough to execute during such period.
Hence, fine-grained parallelism exposed by Asynchronous Many-Task runtimes enables ef-
fective load balancing and latency management that has the potential for better system
utilization [6–8].
The benefits of employing fine-grained tasks can be nullified by the overheads associ-
ated with the creation and management of these tasks. Each task has an overhead cost
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associated with it that can add up to significant portion of the overall computation time.
Overheads are defined as excess work that needs to be carried out in order to perform
actual computation. Overheads can also be thought of as the cost of parallelization or the
cost that would not exist if the same application was run serially. The granularity of a
task is an important factor when talking about overheads of the task. For example, if the
granularity of the task is small, the overheads associated with the task may be comparable
to the amount of work performed by the task. In such a case, large portion of compu-
tational time is spend on overheads. Conversely, in the case of coarse-grained tasks, the
overheads may be a small fraction of the overall computation contained in the task. How-
ever, as the coarseness of the task increases, parallelism is negatively impacted. The key
to deal with the overheads is to amortize the cost of overheads with useful computation.
Therefore, the amount of work performed by a task should be large enough such than the
overheads of creating and managing the task itself does not account for significant amount
of computational time. Since a larger task may results in lower utilization whereas smaller
tasks may result in overheads accounting for significant amount of overall application time,
there needs to be a delicate balance between the granularity of the task and the amount of
parallelism in the system. In order to efficiently utilize today’s highly concurrent systems,
effective management of overhead costs of fine-grained tasks is the key.
Overheads in the case of Asynchronous Many-Task runtimes can be broadly classified
into two categories: those that pertain to creation and management of tasks that are
executed locally in the node where the task was created, and those that pertain to tasks
that are executed in a node different from the one where the task was created. In the
context of this work, we refer to the two categories of tasks as locally executed tasks and
remotely executed tasks. Overheads incurred by locally executed tasks arise from creation
and management of these tasks. In the context of remotely executed tasks, additional
overheads specific to remote execution must also be accounted for such as converting the
task into an active message, serialization, transporting to the destination, de-serialization
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and recreation of the original task at the destination.
This work provides methodologies for assessing and managing overheads associated
with fine grained task execution in HPX, our exemplar asynchronous many task runtime
system. Known optimization techniques, viz. active message coalescing, task inlining and
parallel loop iteration chunking are applied to HPX. In the context of remotely executed
tasks, active message coalescing is presented as a means to improve application perfor-
mance. Methodologies and metrics for analyzing the overheads associated with transmis-
sion and reception of active messages in the context of HPX is developed. With regards
to locally executed tasks, task inlining, where a child task is executed by the parent, is ex-
plored. A dynamic policy that decide whether to inline a particular task based on profiling
information is also presented. Methodologies for determining a largely machine indepen-
dent constant , λmin, that allows controlling the granularity of tasks is also presented. λmin
allows establishing the lower bound on the size of the task and denotes the point where the
effects of overheads have been amortized. Furthermore, chunking of parallel loop iterations
is applied in the context of HPX. Existing policy for automatically chunking parallel loops
in HPX is extended to use λmin derived in the context of task inlining.
1.1. Research Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions:
• Identifying metrics and runtime characteristics that relate to the overhead associated
with fine-grained communication in HPX.
• Designing a dynamic policy that makes task inlining decisions.
• Showing the impact of task inlining on different processor architectures.
• Providing a methodology to derive largely architecture independent constant λmin
that allows controlling task granularity.
• Providing a methodology for extending Autochunking policy in HPX to determine
the granularity of combined loops using λmin derived in the context of task inlining.
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1.2. Publications
Parts of this dissertation contains previously published materials from IEEE and ACM
that appeared in the following publications which have been incorporated throughout the
dissertation. Permissions for reuse detailed in the Appendix.
• B. Wagle et al., "Methodology for Adaptive Active Message Coalescing in Task Based
Runtime Systems," 2018 IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing
Symposium Workshops (IPDPSW), Vancouver, BC, 2018, pp. 1133-1140.
• B.Wagle et al., "Runtime Adaptive Task Inlining on Asynchronous Multitasking Run-
time Systems," 48th International Conference on Parallel Processing (ICPP 2019),
Kyoto, Japan, 2019.
1.3. Dissertation Outline
This rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents additional back-
ground information along with an overview of HPX, the exemplar Asynchronous Many-Task
runtime system used in this dissertation. Chapter 3 presents details pertaining to active
message coalescing in HPX along with metrics and runtime characteristics related to re-
motely executed task. Chapter 4 presents design and implementation of dynamic policies
for task inlining followed chapter 5 where an automatic parallel loop chunking policy is pre-




In an ideal strong scaling scenario, a parallel application would run twice as fast by doubling
the number of processors. However, Amdahl’s law [9, 10], which states that scalability of
an application is limited by the serial portion of the code, imposes a theoretical upper limit
on the speedup a parallel application can achieve. Similarly, the concept of weak scaling is
introduced by Gustafson’s law [11] and states that as the problem size is increased, parallel
work increases accordingly. In an ideal weak scaling scenario an application would be able
to handle double the amount of work if the resources are doubled. However, ideal scaling
behaviors are not seen in practice and deviation from ideal can be broadly attributed to
the following factors as outlined in the ParalleX [6] model:
• Starvation or the lack of concurrent work available in the system to keep all of the
resources busy
• Latencies related to accessing services and resources
• Overheads of parallel execution which would not be present in sequential execution
• Waiting for contention resolution due to over-subscription of shared resources
All the above factors contribute to the compute resources being idle either due to lack
of work, delays in accessing services or waiting for a shared resource to be available. The
overheads of parallel execution where the runtime system performs work unrelated to the
actual computation to achieve parallel execution also adds additional delays. HPX [7], an
Asynchronous Many-Task runtime system used as an exemplar runtime system throughout
the dissertation, is the first implementation of the ParalleX model and attempts to allevi-
ate application scalability issues in order to extract maximum possible parallelism from the
system. HPX exposes a concurrency and parallelism API that is consistent with the ISO
C++ standard. HPX parallel applications can run on both a single machine as well as a
cluster with hundreds of thousands of nodes. A detailed description of HPX and its imple-
mentation details can be found in the following publications [6,7,12]. A gentle overview of
HPX useful to the comprehension of this dissertation is provided in the subsequent section.
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2.1. HPX Runtime System
The design of HPX mainly revolves around using fine-grained tasks running on top of kernel
threads via a lightweight scheduler that supports work stealing, applying local constraint
based synchronization among tasks rather than global barriers, using active messages [13]
for executing tasks wherever data is located and a mechanism for addressing any object
globally. Fine-grained asynchronous tasks allows for better flexibility in keeping the under-
lying CPU busy while another task is waiting on a resource effectively hiding the latencies
associated with memory access, network etc. The use of local constraint based synchroniza-
tion instead of global barriers allows parts of the application where synchronization is not
needed to avoid waiting. The constraint on synchronization is placed locally, for example
based on data availability, which makes sure only those tasks that are waiting for some data
to be available are suspended. Unlike traditional message-passing scenarios, using active
messages in HPX allows tasks to be executed in the location of the data rather than moving
data to where the task is located avoiding data movement. Furthermore, each object in
HPX is assigned a Global Identifier(GID) that is maintained throughout the lifetime of the
object even if it is moved between nodes in the system.
The modular structure of HPX is shown in figure 2.1. HPX consists of a Thread Scheduler
responsible for scheduling lightweight tasks, a Performance Counter framework used for
instrumentation purposes, a Parcel Transport Layer for handling message passing and re-
mote method invocations, lightweight Local Control Objects (LCOs) for synchronization
among tasks and an Active Global Address Space (AGAS) for addressing object across
nodes. The Performance Counter framework is able to gather performance information
from the whole system which can be used for the purpose of debugging, post-mortem
analysis as well as for runtime adaptive purposes.
HPX exploits parallelism by executing lightweight tasks scheduled on top of the kernel
threads. By default, HPX creates one kernel thread per core. The HPX scheduler schedules












Figure 2.1. The modular structure of HPX runtime system
are stopped either when they run to completion or voluntarily yield their execution. An
implication of the non-preemptive nature of HPX tasks is the fact that the tasks have to
be short-lived or voluntarily yield occasionally to allow for fair scheduling. A task in HPX
is also called HPX-Thread as it is a fully conferment implementation of the C++ standard
thread, has its own stack and support calls to yield , suspend and resume [12].
Asynchrony in HPX is managed via futures [7, 14]. A future is a placeholder for the
result of some computation that is not yet ready. A task requesting the result of a future is
suspended if the result is unavailable. When the future becomes ready, wherein the results
of the computation is available, the suspended tasks are resumed. Another important
feature of HPX is the dataflow [15, 16] utility. HPX makes use of dataflow objects for
managing data dependencies. A dataflow waits until a provided set of futures have become
ready before executing a predefined callable which relies on the results referenced by the
futures. Futures and dataflows are the prominent Local Control Objects in HPX among
others such as mutexes, spin-locks, barriers and semaphores.
Remote task invocation in HPX is performed via parcels. A parcel is a form of an active
message [13]. A parcel is created when a method, called action in HPX terminology, is called
remotely. A parcel has four components: the destination address which is the location
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where the method is to be executed, action which is the method to execute, arguments are
the parameters of the method and continuations are optional objects that are executed
after the main method in the parcel terminates. In order to transmit a parcel over the
network, a parcel goes through a serialization process and is converted into a stream of
bytes which is then transmitted using existing network protocols. At the receiving end, a
de-serialization process reconstructs the parcel from the received sequence of bytes. The
parcel is then converted into a task and placed in the scheduler queue for execution. The
parcel layer is responsible for creating the parcels as well as converting a received parcel
into a task.
HPX provides a system wide support for gathering performance information, known
as the performance counter framework. This feature is used to extract information about
the state of the application and runtime and is useful for instrumentation and debug-
ging purposes. In addition, HPX and the performance counter framework integrate with
APEX(Autonomic Performance Environment for eXascale) [17], which provides additional
measurements and a policy engine that enables runtime adaptive capabilities. APEX is
an external library which gathers performance information from the runtime system. This
information can then be recorded for post-mortem analysis or used as inputs to the APEX
policy engine. APEX uses an event based introspection API where an event is triggered
either periodically or at a defined point in the application code. Users can define policies
which respond to these events based on the current state of an application.
This work assesses overheads associated with fine-grained task execution in HPX and
highlights methodologies to control the granularity of the tasks. In the subsequent section
we will look at how the granularity of tasks effects the performance of a parallel application
written in HPX.
2.2. Effects of Task Granularity in HPX
The granularity of the tasks can dictate the overall performance of an application. In this
section, we will look at how the performance a HPX parallel application varies when the
9





































Figure 2.2. Execution time relative to sequential execution for the stencil application in
HPX for various grainsize plotted using the blue line. All data points below 1.0 represent
faster execution compared to sequential execution. The red vertical line indicates the
grainsize that would be chosen if the total work was equally divided among the processing
units.
granularity of the task is varied. For this demonstration, we use the one dimensional heat
stencil1 example in the HPX repository2. In the stencil example, the data points were
partitioned such that one HPX task is created for each partition. The grainsize or the
amount of work performed by each HPX task in the example can be controlled by varying
the data points per partition.
Figure 2.2 shows the execution time relative to sequential execution time for the stencil
example running on 16 cores with a total of 100000000 datapoints. The grainsize in fig-
ure 2.2 is controlled by controlling the data points per partition. For example, a grainsize




of longer duration were executed whereas smaller grainsize indicate more tasks of shorter
duration were executed.
It is seen from figure 2.2 that increasing the granularity of the task improves application
performance up until a certain point after which the improvement flattens. As the granu-
larity is further increased, the performance degrades. The portion of the graph towards the
left is dominated by overheads associated with parallel execution as the work contained in
the task is not able to amortize the cost of overheads. The portion of the graph towards
the right is dominated by starvation where not enough parallel work is available in the
system to keep all the processing units busy. It is also seen from figure 2.2 that the region
between the points where the cost of overheads is amortized and starvation kicks in, better
performance is seen with lower grainsize. The red vertical line in the figure indicates the
grainsize that would be chosen if the total work was equally divided among the processing
units as is done traditionally. However, this may not be the optimal grainsize as seen from
the stencil example. Increasing the granularity beyond a limit can result in degradation of
performance. In chapter 4 of the dissertation, with regards to locally executed tasks, we
will look at methodologies for estimating minimum granularity of HPX tasks in the context
of task inlining.
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Chapter 3. Active Message Coalescing
In this chapter, we explore overheads associated with tasks that are executed on a node
other than the one where it was created. As we move towards exascale computing, where
tens of thousands of nodes will work together in solving complex scientific problems, asyn-
chronous many-task runtime systems have carved out its own space alongside the de-facto
standard of High Performance computing, MPI [3]. The success of Asynchronous Many-
Task runtime systems is based on the fact that most algorithms can be decomposed into
fine grained units of work that can be executed by the runtime system. A side effect of
creating fine grained units of work in a large scale distributed application is fine-grained
inefficient communication patterns. If we are sending a large number of messages in quick
succession, the overheads associated with fine-grained tasks rapidly aggregates. In the
context of Asynchronous Many-Task runtime system, where fine grained communication is
ubiquitous, reduction of overheads introduced by the transmission of information is vital.
Any improvements that can be made in this context have the potential to improve the
overall execution time of the distributed application.
Coalescing messages allows users to combine small messages into large ones that effec-
tively send the same amount of data but keep the per message overheads at a minimum.
Although programmers can manually coalesce messages to optimize their applications, the
effort required to correctly achieve this is quite high and is practical only in small and sim-
ple applications. Recent work such as Active Pebbles [18] , AM++ [19] and Charm++ [20],
have implemented some form of message coalescing solutions provided by runtime systems.
Such solutions are largely beneficial in terms of reducing program complexity and cod-
ing time. A programmer would simply enable message coalescing and the runtime would
intelligently coalesce messages bound to the same destination.
Parts of this chapter were previously published as B. Wagle, S. Kellar, A. Serio and H. Kaiser, "Methodology
for Adaptive Active Message Coalescing in Task Based Runtime Systems," 2018 IEEE International Parallel
and Distributed Processing Symposium Workshops (IPDPSW), Vancouver, BC, 2018, pp. 1133-1140.
© 2018 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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In the rest of this chapter, we look at the implementation of message coalescing in HPX.
Furthermore,we look at methodology for estimating the overheads associated with fine-
grained communication in HPX. We devise metrics that relate to the overheads associated
with active messages in HPX. We use message coalescing as a technique to reduce active
message overheads in HPX and show that the metrics derived in this chapter are useful to
estimate the cost of overheads associated with sending and receiving large number of active
messages in HPX. The metrics and techniques defined in this chapter have the potential to
be used as a basis for the adaptive tuning of a broad set of messaging parameters. In the
following section, we look at the implementation details regarding active message coalescing
in HPX.
3.1. Parcel Coalescing in HPX
A parcel [21] is a form of active message in HPX as described in section 2.1. Individual
parcels are grouped together to form a larger coalesced message which is reconstructed into
the original entities at the receiving end. Figure 3.1 shows a diagrammatic representation
of parcel coalescing in HPX. Here, individual parcels are grouped together to form a larger
message containing the coalesced parcels. The coalesced message is then serialized and
sent to the destination. At the destination, individual parcels are reconstructed and placed
in the HPX scheduler queue. Implementation details and further information regarding
parcels and serialization in HPX can be found in [12].
One caveat of parcel coalescing is determining how many parcels to coalesce in a single
send. A coalesced parcel can be defined by either the size of the buffer, number of parcels,
a timeout or any combination of these criteria. The design of parcel coalescing in HPX
revolves around two parameters. First, the length of the parcel queue and second, the
wait time. The length of the parcel queue outlines a suggested number of parcels to be
coalesced before being sent. The wait time dictates the number of microseconds to wait
for the queue to be full before sending the current queue of parcels as one message. Hence,
coalesced parcels are sent either when the parcel queue is full or when the wait time expires.
13
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Figure 3.1. Diagrammatic representation of parcel coalescing
Additionally, a limit on the maximum size of the buffer is applied in order to avoid memory
overflow errors. The algorithm for parcel coalescing in HPX is shown in algorithm 1.
The accuracy of the wait timer responsible for signaling the send operation for the
parcels waiting in the queue is an important factor in the overall design of the parcel
coalescing module. The wait timer is designed using the deadline_timer from the Boost1
library that allows the timing mechanism to run in its own dedicated hardware thread. It
is not desirable to implement the wait timer as a HPX task because HPX tasks are not
preemptive as discussed in section 2.1. This means that HPX tasks can only be stopped at
completion or through voluntary yielding. In a scenario where the HPX scheduler is busy
due to large number of tasks, the task responsible for wait timer may not be scheduled
immediately resulting in lower accuracy of the wait timer. In order to verify the accuracy
of the wait timer, an experiment was performed where a timer was created and set to
expire after certain interval. It was observed from the data obtained from the experiment
that the wait timer fires within on average of 33µs of the desired fire time. This guarantees
that on an average, the wait timer in the HPX parcel coalescing plugin expires within 33µs
of the desired wait time.
Another important design consideration when implementing parcel coalescing is when
to disable it. The communication pattern of a real life application may change through-
out its lifetime. The application may generate large number of parcels at certain points,
1https://www.boost.org/
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Algorithm 1 Parcel coalescing policy
num_parcels . number of parcels to coalesce in a message
interval . wait time in microseconds
parcel_state . state of arriving parcel
time_last_parcel . time since last parcel









case Last: . queue is full
Timer.Stop()
send_parcel() . send queued parcels as one
whereas, there may be periods in the application where the number of parcels generated is
small. In the design of the parcel coalescing module in HPX, coalescing is performed only if
the time between parcel generation is less than the wait time. This feature effectively dis-
ables parcel coalescing in cases where parcel generation is sparse. It is important to disable
parcel coalescing in cases where parcel generation is sparse because the performance will be
negatively impacted when the application has to wait for the parcel queue to be flushed by
the wait timer. Furthermore, since parcel coalescing is beneficial in the specific case where
large number of parcels are generated, parcel coalescing is implemented in the form of a
plug-in rather than incorporating it into the core of HPX. This keeps HPX flexible by only
enabling parcel coalescing plug-in when needed. Also, parcel coalescing has been imple-
mented on per action basis and is effective only if explicitly enabled for a particular HPX ac-
tion. Parcel coalescing for a particular action can be enabled with minimal change to the ex-
isting code by adding the macro HPX_ACTION_USES_MESSAGE_COALESCING()
as seen in line 8 in listing 3.1.
During the course of this study, the following performance counters specific to parcel
coalescing were incorporated into HPX:
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• /coalescing/count/parcels that return the number of parcels associated with a partic-
ular action,
• /coalescing/count/messages that return the number of messages generated for a par-
ticular action,
• /coalescing/count/average-parcels-per-message that return the average number of
parcels sent in a message for a particular action,
• /coalescing/time/average-parcel-arrival that return the average time between arriving
parcels for a particular action,
• /coalescing/time/parcel-arrival-histogram that return a histogram representing the
gap between parcel arrival for a particular action.
Performance counters specific to coalescing provide intrinsic information about the applica-
tion that can be used for debugging and optimization purpose. The performance counters
listed above were used for preliminary analysis of parcel coalescing. The above counters
also aided in debugging our implementation of parcel coalescing.
3.2. Network Performance Metrics
This work develops metrics for measuring network overhead of an application. In the
context of this work, overhead is defined as the time spent processing information to be
communicated across the network. This processing time we call background work. While
informative, the time spent processing background work is insufficient to gauge the effects
network overhead on the application. An increase in time spent on background work may
only indicate a change in application state, eg. communication phase of an application.
To understand the influence of overhead, we must look at the ratio of background work to
overall execution time. The background work time paired with the overall execution time
of the application determines the actual influence of network overheads. The proportion of
time spent on overheads to the overall runtime indicates whether significant improvements
are possible via a reduction of network overheads.
Parcel coalescing is useful as it reduces the overhead cost per message. In an applica-
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tion that sends millions of messages during its execution, this reduction will be extremely
beneficial. After implementing parcel coalescing, we analyzed its effect on the overhead
associated with sending and receiving messages. We used two applications, Parquet [22]
and a toy application. Details about these applications are provided in section 3.3. Using
the Performance Counter Framework provided by HPX, we obtained intrinsic information
about the applications in real time. This section details the metrics we gathered to evaluate
the network overheads.
3.2.1. Execution Time
We first measured the execution time of our test applications while varying the number
of parcels to coalesce in a single message and the interval to wait before flushing the queued
parcels. The size of the problem in each run was kept constant, hence the same number of
parcels were generated in each run. The difference between runs was simply the number of
messages sent as determined by the coalescing parameters.
3.2.2. Task Duration
Next we looked at the overall time spent on executing each HPX-thread or tasks in-






tfunc is the total time spent by the HPX scheduler executing each HPX-thread.
3.2.3. Task Overhead
We then looked at the average time spent on thread management for each HPX-thread
or tasks. All communication in HPX is done via tasks. Task overhead [23], is obtained
from the /threads/time/average-overhead performance counter. We calculate task overhead











texec is the time spend by the HPX scheduler doing useful work and
∑
tfunc is the
task duration as defined in equation 3.1 and nt is the number of executed HPX threads.
We observed a positive correlation between task overhead and overall execution time of our
test applications for various coalescing parameters.
3.2.4. Background Work Duration
After establishing that task overhead has a positive correlation with the overall execu-
tion time, we separated the network related overhead from other overheads. HPX performs
network related tasks such as packaging a parcel into a message, serialization, handshaking
and locality resolution in the form of background work. We define total time spent doing





Background work duration can be queried using the performance counter /threads/background-
work and was added to HPX as a part of this study.
3.2.5. Network Overhead
The network overhead, obtained from the performance counter /threads/background-
overhead, is the ratio of thread background work duration to task duration. HPX measures∑
tbackground-work, the running sum of time spent on performing network related duties of
each HPX-thread, and
∑
tfunc, the running sum of total time to complete each HPX-thread.








tbackground−work is the total time spent performing network related work and
∑
tfunc
is the total time to reach the completion of each HPX-thread. The network overhead
performance counter, /threads/background-overhead was added to HPX as a part of this
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Table 3.1. Marvin node specifications
Marvin Thin Compute Node
Microarchitecture SandyBridge
CPU Xeon E5-2450
Total Number of CPUs 2




In subsequent sections, we use the Network Overhead metric defined in equation 3.4
in order to measure network overhead of our test applications. Parcel Coalescing is used
to demonstrate that the reduction of network overhead increases overall application per-
formance. The control parameters of parcel coalescing can be modified which, in turn,
results in a corresponding increase or decrease of network overhead. For network intensive
applications, changing network overhead has a demonstrable effect on the application’s ex-
ecution time. Parcel coalescing attempts to minimize network overhead by sending larger
messages across the network via aggregation of smaller parcels into one large message. In
the instance of a high volume of parcels in a short window of time this can significantly
reduce network overheads.
3.3. Experimental Results
We analyzed the effect of overheads associated with sending and receiving messages using
two applications, a toy application and a real life scientific application Parquet [22]. Using
the Performance Counter created to represent the metrics defined in the previous section,
we obtained intrinsic information about the applications in real time. For our evaluation,
we used Marvin thin compute nodes of the ROSTAM [24] cluster located at Louisiana State
University. The hardware specifications for Marvin is listed in table 3.1.
3.3.1. Toy Application
In order to test the effectiveness of parcel coalescing on HPX and its effect on the Net-
work Overhead metric defined in equation 3.4, we used a toy application that sends millions
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1 // Create Action
2 complex <double > get_cplx ()
3 {






10 // Create instance of the actions
11 actn act;
12
13 vector <hpx::future <complex <double >>> vec;
14 vec.reserve(numparcels);
15
16 //Find the other locality
17 auto localities=hpx:: find_remote_localities ();
18 auto other=localities [0];
19
20 int num_repeats =4;
21 // Repeat num_repeats times
22 for (int j = 0; j < num_repeats; j++)
23 {
24 // Start of a phase
25 for (int i = 0; i < numparcels; ++i)
26 {
27 vec.push_back(hpx::async(act , other));
28 }
29 //Wait for all the tasks to complete
30 hpx:: wait_all(vec);
31 // End of a phase
32 }
Listing 3.1. Artificial example application used to generate and send parcels from one node
to another.
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Figure 3.2. Scatter plot of the average network overhead per phase vs average execution
time per phase for the toy application. Each dot represents a set of parcel coalescing
parameters. Average overhead is the average for four phases. As the network overhead
decreases, the execution time also decreases. A Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.97
indicates a strong positive correlation between network overhead and runtime.
of messages containing a single complex double with no direct dependencies between the
messages. This example simulates an application where the network overhead is high and
is an ideal candidate for testing the effectiveness of parcel coalescing. A condensed version
of the code for the toy application is in listing 3.1. It shows two nodes sending a million
messages to each other and this process is repeated four times. We define the process
of sending a million message as a phase as indicated by line 24 to line 31 in listing 3.1.
Hence, the toy application sends a million message in a phase and there are four phases.
Throughout the lifetime of the toy application, four million messages are sent and received
by a node.
We measured the network overhead at specific phases for the toy application using
21
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Wait Time = 1000µs


























Wait Time = 1000µs
Wait Time = 4000µs
Figure 3.3. Changes in average time per phase along with the average network overhead
for the toy application with various values of number of parcels to coalesce in a single send
and wait time of 1000µs and 4000µs. The average network overhead follows the same trend
as the average time per phase.
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Figure 3.4. Time to reach the completion of a particular phase in the toy application for
various values of number of parcels to coalesce in a single message with a wait time of
4000µs. In this example, as more parcels are coalesced, the time to reach the completion
of a phase decreases.
equation 3.4. Figure 3.2 shows the scatter plot of average network overhead per phase vs
the average execution time for all sets of parcel coalescing parameters explored in this work.
In the experiments, the number of parcels to coalesce in a single send was set at 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. Similarly, for each value of number of parcels to coalesce, the
wait time was set at 1µs, 1000µs, 2000µs, 3000µs, 4000µs and 5000µs. It is seen that the
set of parcel coalescing parameters that result in lower execution time also has lower value
for network overhead and the parameters resulting in higher execution time has higher
value for network overhead. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient for our data set was 0.97
which indicates that network overhead and execution time are strongly correlated. We
can confidently conclude that larger reported network overhead results in longer execution
times. Figure 3.3 also highlights the same fact.
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It is also desirable to see the relationship between parcel coalescing parameters and
application runtime. Figure 3.4 shows the execution time for various values of number of
parcels to coalesce in a single messages. The fastest execution time occurs with the largest
values of number of parcels to coalesce. This result reflects the toy application’s lack of
dependency with any other computation or communication. This is further highlighted by
our observation that changing the wait time has negligible effect on the execution time. This
is due to the fact that the toy application generates the parcels in quick succession such that
the parcel queue is almost always filled and the wait time rarely expires. Next we look at
a real life scientific application that has phases of computation along with communication.
Furthermore, unlike the toy application, there are dependencies between the computation
and communication which should result in a different set of optimal coalescing parameter
compared to the toy application.
3.3.2. Parquet Application
The second application used in the evaluation was the Parquet [22] application. The
self consistent parquet method is a complex physics simulation. The goal is to identify
parameters which control the emergence of interesting quantum phenomena in strongly
correlated materials. The simulation requires the use of many rank-3 tensors composed
of complex doubles. The linear dimension (Nc) of the simulation controls the tensor size.
The tensor contains N3c complex doubles. The memory required by the simulation can
approach terabytes. Accommodating such large quantities of data requires the simulation
to be executed on multiple nodes. Throughout the simulation, all the data from each node
must be broadcast to the other nodes. The rotation phase sends 8 ∗N2c parcels containing
Nc elements. No message depends on another and they can be sent in parallel.
For the trial simulation executed on four nodes, Nc = 512 was chosen as it uses a
non trivial amount of memory and it exposes high network utilization. Tests indicate the
timing of an individual run will not be likely to vary much from the averages reported. In
order to test the precision of the application runtime, we coalesced 4 parcels into a single
24
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Figure 3.5. Time to reach the completion of different iterations in the parquet application
for various numbers of parcels coalesced in a single message with a wait time of 4000µs.
Each color indicates a different iteration. There is a clear decrease in overall runtime from
coalescing one parcel in a message to coalescing two. The minimum runtime is found when
coalescing four parcels in a message after which the runtime increases due to a sub-optimal
choice of parcel coalescing parameters.
message and waited 5000µs before flushing the parcel queue. We ran the experiment 100
times. The calculated Relative Standard Deviation of the trial was less than five percent
which indicates that the random fluctuations of an individual run should not influence the
trends reported. Measurements of network overhead and total execution time demonstrate
the importance of parcel coalescing in a communication heavy problem. To account for the
random nature of any application that involves heavy network traffic, the application was
run three times for each set of parameters. The following results show the averages of the
measured values from the three independent runs.
Figure 3.5 shows the variation in overall time to complete different iterations of the
parquet application coalescing different numbers of parcels in a single message with a wait
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Figure 3.6. Average time per iteration for different numbers of parcels to coalesce into a
single message and increasing wait times before flushing the parcel queue. Parcel coalescing
is effectively disabled when a message contains only a single parcel or only 1 µs wait time
before flushing the parcel queue. This produces slower execution times as seen in the bars
along the horizontal and vertical axes.
time of 4000µs. We observed a clear decrease in runtime by coalescing two parcels in a
message. Increasing the number of parcels to coalesce improved the runtime further. It was
observed that coalescing four parcels in a message resulted in the minimum time. Further
increasing the number of parcels in a message adversely affects the runtime. These trends
are more pronounced in the later iterations due to cumulative effects. In order to further
understand the relationship between parcel coalescing parameters and the overall runtime of
the parquet application, we performed a parameter sweep running the parquet application
with increasing the value of the parcel coalescing parameters until the execution time
showed a clearly increasing trend. As seen in figure 3.6, bands along the axes where number
of parcels to coalesce in a single message is one or when wait time is set at 1µs highlight
the largest runtimes. This choice of parameters effectively disable parcel coalescing thus
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Figure 3.7. Average network overhead per iteration for different numbers of parcels to
coalesce into a single message and increasing wait times before flushing the parcel queue.
Parcel coalescing is effectively disabled when a message contains only a single parcel or
only 1 µs wait time before flushing the parcel queue. This produces highest overheads as
seen in the bars along the horizontal and vertical axes.
resulting in the large runtime seen. We get an immediate reduction in runtime with two
parcels to coalesce in a single message. The maximum reduction in runtime was seen
with coalescing four parcels in a message and wait time of 5000µs. For the same runs,
performance counters reported the network overhead as defined in equation 3.4. As seen in
figure 3.7, bands along the axes where number of parcels to coalesce in a single message is
one or when wait time is set at 1µs highlight the largest overheads as see in the bars along
the vertical and horizontal axes. Parcel coalescing is effectively disabled when a message
contains only a single parcel or only 1 µs wait time before flushing the parcel queue.
Figure 3.8 graphs various values of coalescing parameters against the value of the average
network overhead counter. It was seen that the parcel coalescing parameter that resulted in
lower overhead additionally had lower execution time. Our calculated Pearson’s correlation
27
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Figure 3.8. Scatter plot of average network overhead vs average time per iteration for the
Parquet application. Each dot represents a set of parcel coalescing parameters. A Pearson’s
correlation coefficient of 0.92 was calculated indicating a strong positive correlation between
network overhead and runtime for the parquet application.
coefficient of 0.92 indicated a strong positive correlation. Most of the parameter sweeps
result in larger overheads than the optimum parameter. This implies that an arbitrary
choice of parcel coalescing parameters will likely result in sub-optimal performance. The
choice of parcel coalescing parameters must therefore be done carefully.
3.4. Summary
The performance of applications that generate large numbers of small parcels in task based
runtime systems such as HPX can be improved by coalescing these small parcels into larger
ones. This improvement is largely due to reduction in network overheads as fewer messages
are created. We implemented parcel coalescing in HPX as a means to reduce the cost of
overhead associated with sending and receiving messages. Our implementation of parcel
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coalescing in HPX provided marked reduction in total runtime for the toy application as
well as a real physics simulation, Parquet. This work also presented methods to measure
the network overhead within task based runtime systems. We were able to establish strong
positive correlation between the network overhead measured using our metric and the
overall runtime of both applications. We showed that the benefits from parcel coalescing
are due to the reduction in overheads associated with message transmission.
We demonstrated a static approach towards message coalescing where the parame-
ters were selected before the start of the application. However, such static approaches
towards coalescing parameter selection can only provide limited gains in performance.
Adaptive techniques are needed to make further reductions in application execution times.
TRAM [25] has shown the effectiveness of automatic configuration parameter selection
using PICS: A Performance-Analysis-Based Introspective Control System [26]. Their ap-
proach tested a set of configuration parameters for each iteration of the application and
chose new parameters based on the performance measured during that iteration. This
approach to adaptive tuning is only suited for iterative applications, and therefore, this
technique is unable to consider the phase of the application.
The methodology introduced in this research improves upon the state of the art by
introducing new intrinsic performance counters which provide the current state of the ap-
plication in real time by querying the associated performance counters. Using information
obtained from such counters, one can make a distinction between different communica-
tion phases of the application and select configuration parameters accordingly. Metrics
identified in this research have shown a strong correlation with execution time of the test
applications and can aid in evaluating network efficiency by giving us an intrinsic view of
the underlying network overhead which would be difficult to measure using conventional
methods. Our research gives the user an ability to assess performance from a perspective
other than that of execution time. This allows a user to analyze an application in real
time and observe the effect of varying parcel coalescing parameters on network overheads
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at runtime. In the future, metrics and techniques defined in this research could be used as
a basis for the adaptive tuning of a broad set of messaging parameters.
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Chapter 4. Task Inlining
In order to effectively parallelize an application, a deeper understanding of how parallelism
is achieved is useful. In the context of HPX, our exemplar runtime system, parallelism
is achieved by executing tasks of various granularity on top of operating system threads
via a lightweight scheduler. We can think of the total execution time of a HPX parallel
application as the work performed by these HPX tasks plus the cost of parallelization. We
further think of the cost of parallelization as the cost of creating and managing these tasks
that would not have been necessary in the case of sequential execution. In other words,
the act of running an application in parallel introduces overhead costs and minimization of
these costs are essential.
Task inlining [27] is one of the techniques that can be utilized in order to reduce
overheads of task creation and scheduling. In this technique, a parent task completes the
work designated for a child task in addition to its own. In doing so, the child task is never
scheduled as a separate thread which circumvents the overheads associated with creating
and managing the child task. As a direct result, inlining naturally increases the granularity
of the parent task. The success of task inlining solely depends on the decision when to inline
a task. If an aggressive task inlining mechanism is applied, an application may lose the
available parallelism that directly contradicts the objectives of an asynchronous many-task
runtime. On the other hand, if task inlining is done rarely then the application will face
unnecessary task creation overheads. Therefore, the decision of when to inline a task can
carry severe performance implications.
In this chapter, the effects of task inlining is studied in the context of HPX. HPX is
capable of scheduling a new task asynchronously or synchronously in the parent task, which
we will refer to as inlined execution. We will further look at methodology for utilizing per
Parts of this chapter were previously published as B. Wagle, M. A. H. Monil, K. Huck, A. D. Malony, A.
Serio, and H. Kaiser, "Runtime Adaptive Task Inlining on Asynchronous Multitasking Runtime Systems,"
48th International Conference on Parallel Processing (ICPP 2019), Kyoto, Japan, 2019. © 2019 ACM.
Reprinted with permission.
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User Code Execution Tree Task Dependency Tree
HPX Runtime System
Figure 4.1. The workflow of Phylanx
task overhead for determining appropriate granularity of the parent task when inlining
is performed. Phylanx, an array processing toolkit written on top of HPX, is used to
experiment with our developed methods and is described in section 4.1 below. The main
reason for using Phylanx for experimentation is that Phylanx has the notion of primitives,
which are independent operations that work on provided data. By default, each of these
primitives is scheduled as a new task, thus providing our experiments with a well-defined
set of tasks of varying lengths.
4.1. Task Inlining in Phylanx
Phylanx [28,29] is a task based, asynchronous array computing toolkit designed to support
machine learning applications. User code, written in Python, is transformed into a tree of
Phylanx primitives known as an execution tree. A primitive is an object that can take an
input, such as the result of a previously executed primitive, and exposes a method named
eval that performs an operation on the object’s inputs. Instead of returning the value
computed by the primitive, however, the eval method will return a HPX future to the
computed value. An execution tree, which is a collection of these primitives, describe the
dependencies between all the operations in an application. In this formulation, the nodes
of the execution tree are the primitives while the edges of the tree represent dependencies
between them. The workflow of Phylanx is shown in figure 4.1.
During execution, Phylanx starts to evaluate the execution tree by calling the eval
function on the root node. Each dependency of this primitive calls the eval function on
each of its dependencies. This operation traverses the tree until a leaf node, or a node
with no dependencies, is reached. It is important to note that as the execution tree is
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being traversed the actual execution of the tasks have not yet begun. Rather a task graph
of HPX futures is being created where each HPX future represents a dependency on a
previous operation. Once the leaf nodes have been reached, the task graph then begins
to execute, as the execution of a leaf primitive does not depend on the results of another
calculation. The task graph is then summarily executed as the results of dependencies are
met, eventually returning the result of the entire tree. As the evaluation of a child node is
completed, the result of its execution is passed to the parent node. The result of the entire
tree is ready after the root node has finished execution.
The design of Phylanx allows for a well-defined injection point for studying the impact
of task inlining. As discussed earlier, Phylanx, has the notion of primitives, which are
independent operations that work on provided data. Each primitive in Phylanx has a
method called eval that performs the work contained in that primitive. The eval method
of Phylanx uses HPX dataflow in order to launch a primitive’s operations. HPX can decide
whether to execute the eval method asynchronously as a new task or synchronously by
inlining the work in the parent task. This allows for a runtime injection point where
we can decide whether to execute a primitive’s children asynchronously in a new task
or synchronously by inlining the execution. Furthermore, Phylanx has been designed to
support machine learning applications that are often iterative in nature. An iterative
application implies that the same Phylanx primitives will be executed repeatedly. Phylanx
also has built in performance counters that report the amount of time spent executing
each subtree of the execution tree, as well as a counter that reports the number of times
a node was executed. Iterative application along with the Phylanx performance counters
provides opportunities to take measurements and apply this gained information to future
task inlining decisions.
The algorithm for task inlining in Phylanx is shown in algorithm 2. Given an iterative
application, the execution time for each primitive instance is evaluated count_threshold
times in order to obtain the average execution time of the primitive instance. If during the
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lifetime of the application, count_thresholdmeasurements are not obtained for a primitive,
no decision will be made regarding the inlining of the task. If the previous primitive was
executed asynchronously the next execution will be executed asynchronously. Conversely,
the execution will be synchronous if the previous execution was synchronous. However, if
measurements are obtained and the average execution time is below the lower_threshold,
any future tasks created for that primitive instance will be executed synchronously and if
the average execution time is above the upper_threshold, any future tasks created for that
primitive instance will be executed asynchronously. In case where the average execution
time of the primitive instance lies between the thresholds, the task will be executed with
its previous mode of execution until more measurements for the execution time is gathered.
The values for count_threshold, lower_threshold and upper_threshold are configured by
the user before the start of the application.
Algorithm 2 Task inlining policy in Phylanx
count_threshold . Number of measurements to perform
lower_threshold . Tasks below this threshold will be inlined
upper_threshold . Tasks above this threshold will run as a separate task
exec_count ← 0 . Number of executions of the primitive instance
exec_time ← 0 . Execution time of the primitive instance
for <Every Primitive Instance> do





if average_exec_time ≥ upper_threshold then
inline_task ← false






4.2. Performance Impact of Task Inlining
In this section, we will look at the performance impact of task inlining on example appli-
cations in Phylanx. In order to test the effectiveness of task inlining, we use a reference
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Table 4.1. Machine specifications
Make Intel Intel Intel AMD
Microarchitecture Sandybridge Haswell Skylake Bulldozer
CPU Xeon E5-2450 Xeon E5-2660v3 Xeon Gold 6148 6272
Cores 8 10 20 16
Frequency 2.1GHz 2.60GHz 2.4GHz 2.1GHZ
Table 4.2. Problem sizes used in LRA
Problem Label Iterations Features Observations
LRA-P1 10000 30 30
LRA-P2 10000 30 569
Phylanx implementation of Logistic Regression algorithm and Alternating Least Squares al-
gorithms. Detailed description of these algorithms are presented in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
All experiments were performed on four different machines the specifications of which are
listed in table 4.1. All the results discussed in the subsequent sections pertain to running
the examples on a single thread and on eight threads. Graphs of results obtained from
running the examples on four and eight threads are shown in appendix A.
4.2.1. Logistic Regression
The Logistic Regression algorithm [30] is a classification algorithm used in separating
observations into classes. A reference implementation of the binary Logistic Regression
algorithm was used for experimentation. A Python snippet of a section of the binary
Logistic Regression algorithm used for experimentation in this dissertation is shown in
listing 4.1. The complete Python code along with its Phylanx implementation can be
found in the Phylanx Github Repository [31]. All experiments were performed on the
Breast Cancer Dataset [32] with two different problem sizes labeled LRA-P1 and LRA-P2
details of which is listed in table 4.2. The execution time of the application and the total
number of HPX tasks created were noted for all cases.
Figure 4.2a plots the execution time of the Logistic Regression algorithm with problem
LRA-P1 (see table 4.2 for details) running on a single thread on four different processor
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.2. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P1 on one thread.
All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of maximum
improvement.
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1 def lra(x, y, iterations , alpha):
2 weights = np. zeros(x.shape [1])
3 transx = np. transpose(x)
4 for step in range(iterations):
5 g = np.dot(x, weights)
6 pred = 1.0 / (1.0 + np.exp(-g))
7 error = pred - y
8 gradient = np.dot(transx , error)
9 weights = weights - alpha * gradient
10 return weights
Listing 4.1. Python snippet of the Logistic Regression algorithm.
architectures namely Intel Skylake, Intel Haswell, Intel Sandybridge and AMD Bulldozer.
The detailed specifications of the processors are shown in table 4.1. The application was
run with various values of lower_threshold ranging from 0µs to 2000µs. The height of
each individual bar in the figure represents execution time using a particular value for
the lower_threshold. The value of 0µs indicates fully asynchronous execution where a
new HPX task is created for every Phylanx primitive. It was observed that task inlining
improved the execution time with respect to fully asynchronous execution of the test ex-
ample in all four machines. Furthermore, figure 4.2c shows the percentage improvement
in execution time with respect to fully asynchronous execution(lower_threshold set at
0µs). Increasing lower_threshold improves the execution time up until certain value after
which it tapers off. However, it is evident that tapering off happens at different values of
lower_threshold for different processors. For example, it can be seen that for the exact
same problem, in the case of Intel Skylake machine, we do not see any improvements after
increasing the lower_threshold beyond 200µs. However, in the case of AMD Bulldozer
machine, tapering off starts at a much higher value of 600µs. However, it is seen from
figure 4.2d that after tapering off, majority of lower_threshold values results in execution
time within one percent of maximum. For the same problem, figure 4.2b shows the total
number of tasks executed during the lifetime of the application for lower_threshold ranging
from 0µs to 2000µs. When the application is run fully asynchronously (lower_threshold
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set at 0µs), the number of tasks executed is the highest. However, as lower_threshold
is increased, number of task executed decreases. We observe that increasing the inlining
threshold increases the number of tasks being inlined which in turn decreases the overall
number of tasks executed. The lowest number of tasks executed was seen with the highest
value for lower_threshold (2000µs).
Next we look at the results of task inlining on a Logistic Regression example with the
same problem(LRA-P1) with eight threads. Figure 4.3a show the execution time of the
same application. Compared to the single threaded execution, running with eight threads
does not results in reduction of execution time of the application. This indicates the appli-
cation does not have enough parallel work in order to warrant additional threads. However,
even in such a case, task inlining showed improvement in execution time of the application
compared to fully asynchronous execution. Similarly, figure 4.3b shows the number of tasks
created during the lifetime of the execution. As expected, higher values lower_threshold
results in fewer tasks being created. Also, the number of tasks does not change with addi-
tion of threads. Looking at figure 4.3c , the percentage improvement in execution time of
the application exhibits the same behavior as observed with the single threaded execution.
It is seen from figure 4.2d that after tapering off, majority of lower_threshold values re-
sults in execution time within one percent of maximum as also seen with the single threaded
case.
Overall, running the Logistic Regression problem LRA-P1 on both one thread and eight
threads showed similar behavior. Although the application did not show improvement in
execution time when additional threads were introduced, task inlining improved execution
time compared to fully asynchronous execution. Furthermore, the threshold at which the
performance improvement starts tapering off was not the same on all the processors but
were within one percent of maximum improvement in majority of cases after tapering off.
Figure 4.4a and figure 4.4b shows the execution time and number of tasks created
for single threaded execution of the Logistic Regression algorithm with problem LRA-
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(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution






















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.3. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maxi-
mum improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P1 on eight
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution




















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.4. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P2 on one thread.
All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of maximum
improvement.
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P2. Although LRA-P2 involved larger input data, a similar behavior to LRA-P1 was
noted. Referring to figure 4.4c, the tapering off of improvement in execution time after
a certain value for the lower_threshold was also seen. We observe from figure 4.4d that
after tapering off, majority of lower_threshold values results in execution time within one
percent of maximum improvement as was the case with LRA-P1. However, for problem
size LRA-P2, increasing the thread count resulted in the increase in total number of tasks
executed as seen in figure 4.5b. This increase is due to the fact that larger problem size
results in parallelization of matrix operations in the Phylanx toolkit. Since, Phylanx uses
Blaze [33] for its matrix operations, additional tasks are created by the Blaze library to
handle matrix operations. The additional tasks created by Blaze for handling matrix
operations are not influenced by the inlining thresholds and are independently executed by
the HPX scheduler as a new task and therefore are not inlined. This scenario allowed us
to evaluate the effects of task inlining in presence of other HPX tasks. The execution time
of the application as seen in figure 4.5a showed a familiar trend where a larger inlining
threshold resulted in better execution times and where performance tapered off after a
certain value of lower_threshold. Figure 4.5c shows the tapering off of improvement
with respect to fully asynchronous execution and figure 4.5d shows that for most values of
lower_threshold, improvement stays within one percent of maximum improvement.
Overall, from the experiments performed with the Logistic Regression example with
the two problem sizes it was seen that task inlining improved the execution time of our
test application, that improvement from task inlining tapers off after certain value for
lower_threshold and the threshold at which improvement starts tapering off is different
for different processors for the same application. Next, we observe the effects of task inlining
on another application, Alternating Least Squares.
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chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.5. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maxi-
mum improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P2 on eight
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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1 for k in range(iterations):
2 YtY = np.dot(Y.T, Y) + regularization * I_f
3 XtX = np.dot(X.T, X) + regularization * I_f
4 for u in range(num_users):
5 conf_u = conf[u, :]
6 c_u = np. diag(conf_u)
7 p_u = conf_u.copy()
8 p_u[p_u != 0] = 1
9 A = YtY + np.dot(np.dot(Y.T, c_u), Y)
10 b = np.dot(np.dot(Y.T, c_u + I_i), p_u.T)
11 X[u, :] = np.dot(np. linalg.inv(A), b)
12
13 for i in range(num_items):
14 conf_i = conf[:, i]
15 c_i = np. diag(conf_i)
16 p_i = conf_i.copy()
17 p_i[p_i != 0] = 1
18 A = XtX + np.dot(np.dot(X.T, c_i), X)
19 b = np.dot(np.dot(X.T, c_i + I_u), p_i.T)
20 Y[i, :] = np.dot(np. linalg.inv(A), b)
21 return X, Y
Listing 4.2. Python snippet of a portion of the alternating least square algorithm.
Table 4.3. Problem sizes used in ALS
Problem Label Iterations Users Items
ALS-P1 1000 10 10
ALS-P2 10 700 200
4.2.2. Alternating Least Squares
Alternating Least Squares is based on matrix factorization [34] and used in collaborative
filtering. The Python snippet of a section of the Alternating Least Squares Algorithm used
for experimentation in this dissertation is shown in listing 4.2. The complete code can be
found in the Phylanx GitHub Repository [31]. The experiments were performed on the
MovieLens Dataset [35] with problem sizes labeled ALS-P1 and ALS-P2 details for which
is listed in table 4.3. The execution time of the application along with the total number of
HPX tasks created were noted for all cases.
Figure 4.6a shows the execution time of the Alternating Least Squares example running
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(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.6. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P1 on one
thread. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.7. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P1 on eight
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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problem size ALS-P1 on a single thread. In line with the Logistic Regression example, the
execution time of the application is reduced when more tasks are inlined. The total number
of tasks executed for the lifetime of the application for various lower_threshold values is
shown in figure 4.6b. Fully asynchronous execution resulted in the highest number of
tasks executed which gradually decreased as more tasks were inlined with higher values for
lower_threshold. Furthermore, as seen in figure 4.6c, the improvement in execution time
starts tapering off after certain values for lower_threshold. However, for the same problem,
tapering off starts at different values of lower_threshold on different processors. Most
values of lower_threshold after tapering off results in improvement within one percent of
the maximum improvement (see figure 4.6d). This behavior was also seen in the Logistic
Regression example. Furthermore, similar results were seen when the same example was
run on eight threads (see figures 4.7a, 4.7b, 4.7c and 4.7d) .
In the next scenario, we look at the effect of task inlining on Alternating Least Squares
example for problem size ALS-P2. Execution with one thread results in a similar behavior
noted in previous examples where inlining improves the execution time. See figures 4.8a
and 4.8b for a graphical representation of the execution time and number of tasks exe-
cuted for various values of lower_threshold. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 4.8c and 4.8d,
improvements with respect to fully asynchronous execution (lower_threshold set at 0µs)
starts to taper off after certain value of lower_threshold. The value at which the im-
provements starts tapering off is not the same for all processors. Furthermore, in line with
what was seen with previous examples, most of the values for lower_threshold results in
improvement within one percent of maximum improvement.
Running the same problem size with higher thread count resulted in task inlining
improving the performance of the application up to a certain value of the lower_threshold
similar to what we had seen previously. However, the number of tasks created increases
when using eight threads. This increase in the total number of tasks is from the additional
tasks created by Blaze for matrix operations. This can be seen in figure 4.9a and 4.9b.
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(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.8. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P2 on one
thread. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
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(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure 4.9. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P2 on eight
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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Furthermore, we see a similar behavior where improvements are tapered off after certain
threshold value as seen from figure 4.9c and 4.9d. In both problem size LRA-P2 and ALS-
P2, despite additional tasks being created by the Blaze library, these additional tasks are
not influenced by task inlining. Furthermore, in the case of LRA-P2, adding more threads
does not improve the execution time as there is not enough parallel work available in the
system. In contrast, ALS-P2 improves execution time with the addition of more threads.
This indicates that there is enough parallel work available in the system to keep the added
cores busy.
It can be safely said that task inlining does not adversely affect the execution time of
the application in any of the scenarios tested. Overall, experimentation with task inlining
on the two examples for different problem sizes and architectures resulted in the following
observations:
• Task inlining improves application performance compared to fully asynchronous ex-
ecution.
• The improvement with respect to fully asynchronous execution starts to taper off
after certain values for lower_threshold.
• The lower_threshold at which the improvement starts tapering off is different for
different machines.
The tapering off effect is consistent with our observation with the one dimensional heat
stencil experiment in section 2.2. The observation that the inlining threshold is different
for different architectures allows us to take architectural effects into consideration while
deciding on appropriate granularity of tasks.
4.3. Inlining Threshold Estimation
Asynchronous Many-Task runtime systems are founded on the idea of exploiting all avail-
able parallelism in the system by creating tasks that are small enough to utilize every clock
cycle. However, since creation and management of tasks itself adds overheads there is a
trade-off that needs to be balanced when deciding the task size. As an example, if the
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overhead associated with creating and managing a task is equal to the amount of work
contained in the task, the overall runtime of the application is effectively doubled. An im-
portant decision to make is to determine the minimum acceptable task size that amortizes
the overhead cost associated with its management and creation. Experiments presented in
section 2.2 where the granularity of HPX tasks were varied for a one dimensional heat sten-
cil application showed that increasing task size beyond certain threshold did not result in
performance improvement. Selecting appropriate granularity of tasks is an important fac-
tor that has large implications on application performance. Tasks that are too fine-grained
results in large overheads whereas too coarse-grained tasks reduce available parallelism.
If we think about task inlining from the perspective of increasing the granularity of the
task via incorporating the work contained in the child task, we can take a look back into
the results from section 4.2 in order make an educated guess about acceptable task size.
The results from section 4.2 show that increasing the inlining threshold beyond a certain
value did not further improve the application execution time. This value for the inlining
threshold can be thought of as a point at which the cost of the overheads is amortized or
the minimum task size necessary for the cost of overheads to be inconsequential.
In order to determine the minimum acceptable value of the inlining threshold we now
look at figure 4.10 which shows the difference between improvement (with respect to fully
asynchronous execution) using current threshold value and the threshold value that at-
tains maximum improvement for the Logistic Regression example. All values below the
red line in the figure indicate those that are within one percent of maximum improvement.
A polynomial regression line of degree four was fitted in the data as seen from the solid
line in figure 4.10. The coefficient of determination was calculated to be above 0.90 in
all the examples. The value for lower_threshold at the point of intersection of the re-
gression line with the red line (within 1% of maximum improvement) was chosen as the
minimum acceptable threshold for task inlining. Figure 4.11 shows the same for the Al-
ternating Least Squares example. Table 4.4 summarizes the lower_threshold values for
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(a) LRA-P1 on one thread



























































(b) LRA-P1 on eight threads

























































(c) LRA-P2 on one thread


























































(d) LRA-P2 on eight threads
Figure 4.10. Difference between improvement using current threshold value and the thresh-
old value that attains maximum improvement for the Logistic Regression example along
with regression line. All values below the red line indicate those that are within one percent
of maximum improvement.
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(a) ALS-P1 on one thread


























































(b) ALS-P1 on eight threads


























































(c) ALS-P2 on one thread



























































(d) ALS-P2 on eight threads
Figure 4.11. Difference between improvement using current threshold value and the thresh-
old value that attains maximum improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example
along with regression line. All values below the red line indicate those that are within one
percent of maximum improvement.
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Table 4.4. Threshold (in µs) at which improvement tapers off
1 Thread
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 200 300 400 1400
ALS-P2 1300 1000 600 1400
LRA-P1 300 300 600 800
LRA-P2 300 400 700 900
2 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 300 300 500 1500
ALS-P2 1100 1200 1300 800
LRA-P1 300 400 600 1000
LRA-P2 300 500 700 1400
4 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 200 300 400 1500
ALS-P2 700 900 1300 1100
LRA-P1 300 500 700 1000
LRA-P2 400 600 800 1300
8 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 200 300 400 1600
ALS-P2 800 800 1200 1100
LRA-P1 400 500 800 1400
LRA-P2 400 600 800 1500
which improvement starts tapering off for the examples and problem sizes tested in this
experimentation. Although the lower_threshold values presented in table 4.4 is useful in
estimating acceptable inlining thresholds for the machines used for experimentation, they
are not useful in estimating lower_threshold values on a completely different processor.
Further, it would be impractical to repeat the above experiments in order to estimate the
threshold each time an unseen machine is encountered.
If we think about the improvement due to task inlining from the perspective of reducing
overhead costs, the larger problem of determining the appropriate inlining threshold (or the
granularity of the parent task) can be distilled down to what fraction of total time spent
executing a particular task is spent on overheads. Table 4.5 shows the overheads associated
with creation and management of HPX futures. The results were obtained by executing
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Table 4.5. Overheads per HPX-future
Threads Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
1 1.05 1.24 1.62 4.06
2 1.16 1.09 1.20 2.65
4 0.98 0.94 0.99 2.98
8 0.87 0.85 0.93 2.95
the application listed in listing 4.3. In the example, a million HPX futures were created
containing no computations. The value of one million was chosen as it creates large enough
number of futures to get a good estimate of overhead per future. Furthermore, the value of
one million is small enough such that the calculation completes within a few seconds. The
time taken to create and execute the HPX futures were measured. Even though no actual
work was assigned to the tasks, housekeeping tasks such as looping over the total number
of futures along with calling push_back() on the vector of futures are also included in the
estimation of overheads per future. Since we are not interested in the absolute value of
overheads but rather how the cost of overheads for performing the same amount of work
varies with different processors, some deviation from the absolute value is acceptable. It
is evident from table 4.5 that different processors results in different value for overheads
of executing a HPX Future. It is seen that Skylake and Haswell machines have the lowest
overheads followed by Sandybridge machine. The AMD Bulldozer machine has the highest
overhead per future in the experiments performed.
4.3.1. Relationship Between Inlining Threshold and Task Overhead
The information seen in table 4.4 and table 4.5 show a similar trend. Skylake machines
had smaller values for minimum acceptable lower_threshold and also the lowest overhead
per HPX future. Similarly, AMD Bulldozer had the highest overhead per future along with
highest values for the minimum acceptable lower_threshold.
Let toh be the overhead per HPX task and tthres minimum acceptable lower_threshold
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1 // Create Action




6 HPX_PLAIN_ACTION(null_function , null_action)
7
8 // Create 1000000 futures
9 const std:: uint64_t count = 1000000;
10 const hpx:: id_type here = hpx:: find_here ();
11 std::vector <hpx::future <double >> futures;
12 futures.reserve(count);
13
14 // Start measurement
15 hpx::util:: high_resolution_timer walltime;
16 for (std:: uint64_t i = 0; i < count; ++i)
17 {
18 futures.push_back(hpx::async <null_action >(here));
19 }
20 hpx:: wait_all(futures);
21 const double duration = walltime.elapsed ();
22
23 // Overhead per future in microseconds
24 double us = 1e6 * duration / count;
Listing 4.3. HPX application used for measuring per future overhead
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Table 4.6. λmin values
1 Thread
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 190.48 241.94 246.91 344.83
ALS-P2 1,238.10 806.45 370.37 344.83
LRA-P1 285.71 241.94 370.37 197.04
LRA-P2 285.71 322.58 432.10 221.67
2 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 285.71 275.23 416.67 566.03
ALS-P2 948.28 1100.92 1083.33 301.88
LRA-P1 258.62 366.97 500.00 377.35
LRA-P2 258.62 458.72 583.33 528.30
4 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 204.08 319.15 404.04 503.36
ALS-P2 714.29 957.45 1313.13 369.13
LRA-P1 306.12 531.91 707.07 335.57
LRA-P2 408.16 638.30 808.08 436.24
8 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 229.89 352.94 430.11 542.37
ALS-P2 919.54 941.18 1209.32 372.88
LRA-P1 459.77 588.24 860.22 474.58
LRA-P2 459.77 705.88 860.22 508.47
Table 4.7. Average of λmin for various architectures
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
Mean 465.80 553.11 662.20 401.53





where λmin is the minimum amount of work necessary per task in order to amortize the
cost of overheads.
Table 4.6 summarizes the values of λmin for the examples tested in this study. The
total number of λmin collected was 64. The mean for all 64 values was 520.66 with the
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Table 4.8. Improvement within one percent of maximum with λmin set to 500
1 Thread
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 Yes Yes Yes 1.75
ALS-P2 3.20 1.77 Yes Yes
LRA-P1 Yes Yes Yes 1.14
LRA-P2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
2 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 Yes Yes Yes 1.69
ALS-P2 3.10 4.34 2.52 Yes
LRA-P1 Yes Yes Yes 1.13
LRA-P2 Yes Yes 1.57 Yes
4 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 Yes 1.96 2.65 Yes
ALS-P2 2.42 2.35 2.31 Yes
LRA-P1 Yes Yes 5.63 Yes
LRA-P2 Yes 1.53 7.98 Yes
8 Threads
Skylake Haswell Sandybridge Bulldozer
ALS-P1 Yes 2.69 2.79 Yes
ALS-P2 2.73 2.15 3.14 Yes
LRA-P1 Yes Yes 7.40 Yes
LRA-P2 Yes 1.80 9.64 Yes
minimum being 190.47 and the maximum being 1313.13. The median was calculated to be
431.10. The mean and median values for a particular architecture is listed in table 4.7. On
an average, for task inlining, the amount of work performed by the task needs be ∼ 500
times the overhead per task. Table 4.8 shows the percentage difference from maximum
improvement for all lower_threshold values obtained from using λmin set to 500. It is seen
that for majority of cases, selecting the average λmin still resulted in performance within
one percent of maximum. If a less conservative cutoff of 5% is chosen, 60 cases out of 64
results in improvement within 5% of maximum improvement. Furthermore, if λmin is set
to 600, all 64 cases results in improvement within 5% of maximum improvement.
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4.4. Summary
This chapter introduced task inlining as a means to reduce overheads associated with HPX
tasks. It was seen that task inlining improved the execution time of our test application
and that the improvement due to task inlining tapers off after certain value of the inlining
threshold. The value at which tapering off starts is different for different processors. This
chapter also developed a methodology that determines a minimal acceptable task size in the
context of task inlining on HPX. Keeping the granularity of the task as small as possible
is helpful as demonstrated by the experiments presented in section 2.2. The basis for
deriving the minimal acceptable task size that amortizes the cost of overheads was the cost
of creating and managing each individual task. The minimum acceptable task size can
be derived from a single constant λmin independent of the underlying architecture of the
machine. Furthermore, in chapter 5, we will use the value of λmin in other parallelization
context such as such as parallel loop iteration chucking in order to estimate the size of the
chunked iterations.
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Chapter 5. Loop Iteration Chunking
In chapter 4, we put forward a methodology to select the minimum granularity of HPX task
in order to amortize the cost of overheads. In this chapter, we test our methodology in the
context of HPX parallel loops. Chunking of parallel loop iterations is a known optimization
technique where multiple iterations of a loop are combined together and executed as a single
thread of execution. In order to test our methodology, we extend the existing loop chunking
policy in HPX to use thresholds depending on the architecture. We present an extension of
the automated chunking approach for parallel loop iterations for HPX parallel algorithms
where the granularity of the combined loop iterations is derived from λmin calculated in
chapter 4.
5.1. Loop Chunking in HPX
The static chunking policy for HPX parallel algorithms is a straightforward technique for
chunking loop iterations wherein the total number of iterations is divided into equally
sized chunks. One of the issues with regards to chunking loop iterations is determining the
optimal chunk size. The autochunking policy for HPX parallel algorithms determines the
chunk size of the loop iterations based on the user defined granularity of the resulting task.
The policy works by executing 1% of the total number of loop iterations sequentially in
order to estimate the work contained in each iteration. The disadvantage of this approach
lies in the fact that only 99% of the total work is parallelized. Computing 1% of the total
number of loop iterations sequentially in order to determine the the work per iteration can
result in loss of parallelism. The algorithm for autochunking policy in HPX is given in
algorithm 3.
In chapter 4, appropriate granularity for task inlining was determined on various ma-
chines. Table 5.1 lists the minimum and maximum values of task granularity in µs. In
order to test whether the same values are effective in a different context, HPX autochunk-
ing policy is tested with the range of values listed in table 5.1.
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Algorithm 3 HPX Autochunking policy
min_time . minimum time for which a chunk should run
count . total number of loop iterations
test_size . one percent of total iterations
cores . number of cores used
if count > 100 x cores then




. time taken by each iteration









. number of iterations is less than 100 x cores
end if
Table 5.1. Range of threshold values in µs
Microarchitecture SandyBridge Haswell Skylake Bulldozer
Minimum 400 300 200 800
Maximum 1300 1200 1300 1600
5.2. Experimental Results
In order to test whether the task granularity determined in the context of task inlining would
be applicable to a wider context, we utilized a toy application as well as the STREAM [36]
benchmark ported to HPX. All experiments were performed on four different machines the
specifications of which are listed in table 5.2.
5.2.1. Toy Application
In this section we present results from the toy example, a snippet of which is seen in
listing 5.1. In the example, each loop iteration performed addition of an element from two
vectors a and b and the result was stored into vector c. The same operation was performed
with the sequential execution policy, the static chunking policy and the autochunking
policy. All experiments were performed on four different machines the specifications of
which are listed in table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Processor specifications of machines used
Make Intel Intel Intel AMD
Microarchitecture SandyBridge Haswell Skylake Bulldozer
CPU Xeon E5-2450 Xeon E5-2660v3 Xeon Gold 6148 6272
Cores 8 10 20 16
Frequency 2.1GHz 2.60GHz 2.4GHz 2.1GHZ
In the experiments performed with the static chunking policy, the chunk size was varied
logarithmically from 100 to 100000000. The total number of loop iterations were set at
100000000 which meant that the number of chunks varied from 1000000 (when chunk size
was set to 100) to 1. In order to determine the speedup obtained by executing the loop
in parallel, the same application was run with the sequential policy which provided the
baseline which was used to compute the speedup.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows the speedup obtained using the static chunking policy for
various chunk sizes on different machines. It is seen in all four cases that speedup with
respect to sequential execution improves as we increase the chunk size up to a certain
value after which degradation in performance is noticed. As expected, when the chunk
size is set equal to the total number of iterations in the loop, the speedup is close to 1.0.
The blue band in figures 5.1 and 5.2 represent the range of chunk sizes determined by the
Autochunking policy fed with the range of values listed in table 5.1.
5.2.2. STREAM Benchmark
The STREAM [36] benchmark has been widely used for measuring memory bandwidth.
The STREAM benchmark mainly consists of four operation, Copy, Scale, Add and Triad.
Reference implementation of the STREAM benchmark ported into HPX, a snippet of
which is seen in listing 5.2, was used as the second application for testing whether the task
granularity determined in the context of task inlining would be applicable in the context of
loop iteration chunking. The complete code for the HPX port of the STREAM benchmark
can be found in the HPX Github repository 1. Experiments were performed with 100000000
1https://github.com/STEllAR-GROUP/hpx/master/tests/performance/local/stream.cpp
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1 if(policy == "acs") // Auto Chunking
2 {
3 std:: chrono :: microseconds time(acs_v);
4 hpx:: parallel :: execution :: auto_chunk_size cs(time);
5 auto exec_policy = hpx:: parallel :: execution ::par.with(cs);
6 auto start = std:: chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
7 hpx:: parallel :: for_loop(exec_policy , 0, size ,
8 [&]( int i)
9 {
10 c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
11 });
12 auto end = std:: chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
13 std::cout <<"Time:"<< std:: chrono ::duration <double >(end - start).count();
14 }
15 if(policy == "scs") // Static Chunking
16 {
17 hpx:: parallel :: execution :: static_chunk_size cs(scs_v);
18 auto exec_policy = hpx:: parallel :: execution ::par.with(cs);
19 auto start = std:: chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
20 hpx:: parallel :: for_loop(exec_policy , 0, size ,
21 [&]( int i)
22 {
23 c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
24 });
25 auto end = std:: chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
26 std::cout <<"Time:"<< std:: chrono ::duration <double >(end - start).count();
27 }
28 if(policy == "seq") // Sequential Execution
29 {
30 auto exec_policy = hpx:: parallel :: execution ::seq;
31 auto start = std:: chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
32 hpx:: parallel :: for_loop(exec_policy , 0, size ,
33 [&]( int i)
34 {
35 c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
36 });
37 auto end = std:: chrono :: high_resolution_clock ::now();
38 std::cout <<"Time:"<< std:: chrono ::duration <double >(end - start).count();
39 }
Listing 5.1. Snippet of the toy application employing HPX parallel_for
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Figure 5.1. Sweep of chunk sizes for various threads on (a) Skylake and (b) Haswell ma-
chines using the static chunking policy in HPX. The blue band in the figure represent the
range of chunk sizes obtained using the Autochunking policy.
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Figure 5.2. Sweep of chunk sizes for various threads on (a) Sandybridge and (b) Bulldozer
machines using the static chunking policy in HPX. The blue band in the figure represent
the range of chunk sizes obtained using the Autochunking policy.
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1 template <typename T>
2 struct multiply_step
3 {
4 multiply_step(T factor) : factor_(factor) {}
5 HPX_HOST_DEVICE HPX_FORCEINLINE T operator ()(T val) const
6 {





12 template <typename T>
13 struct add_step
14 {
15 HPX_HOST_DEVICE HPX_FORCEINLINE T operator ()(T val1 , T val2) const
16 {




21 template <typename T>
22 struct triad_step
23 {
24 triad_step(T factor) : factor_(factor) {}
25 HPX_HOST_DEVICE HPX_FORCEINLINE T operator ()(T val1 , T val2) const
26 {





32 for(std:: size_t iteration = 0; iteration != iterations; ++ iteration)
33 {
34 // Triad
35 timing [3][ iteration] = mysecond ();
36 hpx:: parallel :: transform(policy ,
37 b.begin(), b.end(), c.begin(), c.end(), a.begin(),
38 triad_step <STREAM_TYPE >( scalar)
39 );
40 timing [3][ iteration] = mysecond () - timing [3][ iteration ];
41 }
Listing 5.2. Snippet of STREAM benchmark ported to HPX showing the TRIAD step
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elements. We ran the STREAM benchmark with static chunking policy resulting in the
loop iterations being divided equally among the processing units. Furthermore, we ran the
same benchmark with Autochunking policy where the granularity of combined loops were
determined by setting λmin to 520 which was the average value of λmin for all 64 cases of
task inlining experiments.
Figure 5.3 and figure 5.4 shows the memory bandwidth obtained for the STREAM
TRIAD on Skylake, Haswell, Sandybridge and Bulldozer machines. It is seen that deriving
task granularity from λmin resulted in performance comparable to the ones obtained by
equally dividing the total work among the processing cores.
5.3. Summary
In this chapter, we utilized the minimum task granularity determined in the context of
task inlining in a different context viz. chunking of loop iterations. Using λmin calculated
in chapter 4, it is possible to estimate the task granularity of a particular machine in a
setting other than task inlining. Furthermore, for the applications and examples tested,
the performance of the application was comparable even when the granularity of the task
was reduced compared to statically dividing the total work equally among the processing
units.
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Figure 5.3. Memory bandwidth obtained from running the STREAM TRIAD benchmark
on (a) Skylake and (b) Haswell with static chunking policy with the work being divided
equally among the cores and using chunksize obtained by setting λmin at 520
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Figure 5.4. Memory bandwidth obtained from running the STREAM TRIAD benchmark
on (a) Sandybridge and (b) Bulldozer with static chunking policy with the work being
divided equally among the cores and using chunksize obtained by setting λmin at 520
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Chapter 6. Related Work
This dissertation studies task overheads in HPX, an Asynchronous Many-Task runtime
system. In this chapter, recent research related to this work is presented. Related works
can be broadly summarized as those that pertain to selecting appropriate task granularity
and message size with regards to Asynchronous Many-Task runtime systems.
OpenMP [4,37] has been a popular parallel programming tool along with MPI [3]. Re-
cently, However, task based programming models and runtime systems have started to carve
out its own space in the parallel computing realm. HPX and Charm++ [20] are examples
of asynchronous task based runtime systems. Chapel [38] and X10 [39] are programming
language based solutions that provide the notion of tasks. Cilk [40], Intel TBB [41] and
Legion [42] are some more examples of solution that perform parallel computation using
tasks.
Mohr et al. in [27] used task inlining to control the granularity of tasks on Mul-
T [43], a parallel implementation of Scheme. Two strategies were considered, the first
one being a load − based inlinining strategy where a task was inlined if the system load
was beyond a certain threshold. The second strategy considered was lazy task creation
where task creation was avoided until processing resources were free. The work presented
in this dissertation incorporates task inlining in the context of Asynchronous Many-Task
runtime systems and makes inlining decisions regarding a particular task based on previous
execution time of the same task.
With regards to OpenMP tasks, Duran et al. in [44] evaluated two scheduling ap-
proaches: breadth − first and work − first approach on the NANOS research OpenMP
runtime. Furthermore, a cut-off technique was proposed in order to improve performance.
The cutoff was based on either the max number of tasks in the system or max task recursion
level. A continuation of the same research resulted in ATC(Adaptive Task Cutoff), pro-
posed in [45], where the cutoff decision was based on the profiling data obtained from the
application at runtime. The profiler was implemented on the NANOS runtime. OpenMP
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tasks were executed by nano-tasks which are user level NANOS threads running on top
of POSIX threads. After gathering profiling information, computational load of the task
is estimated. The task is only created if the estimated grain size is larger than 1 mil-
lisecond. Adaptive Task granularity(ATG) was proposed in [46] for irregular task parallel
programs. ATG switches between help first and serialization policy depending upon the
number of tasks created in the system. However, the effects of processor architectures were
not considered.
With regards to compiler based approaches, Thoman et al. in [47] proposed a combined
runtime as well as compiled time approach for automatically controlling the granularity.
Here, multiple versions of each parallel tasks with varying granularity was generated at
compile time. The runtime system then made a selection from these tasks of varying
granularity by looking at task demand. Iwasaki and Taura in [48] proposed a static cutoff
technique by identifying a condition when recursion stops at which point task creation is
eliminated. Furthermore, two optimization methods are proposed namely code − bloat −
free inlining where expansion of subproblem calls are inlined and loopification where
tasks are transformed into loops that can be vectorized. Again, Iwasaki and Taura in [49]
proposed an auto-tuning framework for divide and conquer task parallel programs. The
framework searches for optimal combination of transformation methods outlined in [48]
and was implemented as an optimization pass in LLVM. Our methodology for estimating
the granularity of inlined task does not require additional compilation steps and no change
in application source code is required.
Akhmetova et al. studied the interplay between task granularity and scheduling over-
head [50]. Experiments were performed on the Prometheus emulation tool using applica-
tions written in Cilk. Optimal task granularity was found to be between 1.2x104 and 10x104
cycles. Sun [51] developed the ParSSSE (Parallel State Space Search Engine) Framework
for Charm++ and looked at adaptive grain size control in the context of parallel state
search methods. In the startup phase, on each node fine grained tasks are created in order
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to saturate the processors available. Once saturation is reached, medium grained tasks
are created in order to minimize the overheads. Furthermore, adaptively determining task
granularity was also incorporated into the ParSSSE framework. Grubel [23], used perfor-
mance counters in HPX for dynamically tuning grain size of 1d-stencil application. Recent
work by Sutterlein [52] extended the Roofline [53] model for task based runtime systems
and applied the model for determining granularity of task on P-OCR [54] runtime system.
The work presented in this dissertation takes into consideration the effects of processor
architecture on the granularity of inlined tasks. Furthermore, our proposed method is
application agnostic and no change in application code is required. Our method relies on
the actual execution time of the the tasks in order to make decisions regarding task inlining
for future execution of the tasks at runtime. Furthermore, we estimate the minimum
granularity of a task using a single largely machine independent constant which was shown
to be useful in not just task inlining but also in other parallelism context such as chunking
of loop iterations.
Combining many small messages and sending them as a larger message is an optimiza-
tion technique that has been in use for quite some time now [55]. Other task based runtime
systems that have the ability to coalesce messages include Active Pebbles [18], AM++ [19]
and Charm++ [25]. Our implementation of message coalescing uses number of individual
messages to coalesce in one larger message as a means of deciding when a message is sent
whereas Active Pebbles, AM++ and Charm++ use buffer size for the same. Active Pebbles
and AM++ sends the message when the buffer is full or and also supports a flush method
for immediate send. Charm++ has a periodic check mechanism which performs an im-
mediate send if no messages where send between subsequent checks. Our implementation
of message coalescing allows the coalesced message to be sent after a timeout. When the
first message enters the coalescing queue, a timer is set which flushes the coalescing queue
on expiration of the timer. Hence, each instance of coalesced messages is sent out either
when the coalescing queue is full or when the timeout is triggered. With regards to adap-
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tive approach for message coalescing, TRAM [25] has successfully demonstrated a basic
approach where different sets of parameters for coalescing are tried during each iterative
step on an all-to-all benchmark using PICS: A Performance-Analysis-Based Introspective
Control System [26]. Metrics identified in this research have shown a strong correlation
with execution time of the test applications and can aid in evaluating network efficiency by
giving us an intrinsic view of the underlying network overhead which would be difficult to
measure using conventional methods and can be useful as a basis for the adaptive tuning
of a broad set of message coalescing parameters.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
This work focused on methodologies for managing overheads in the context of Asynchronous
Many-Task runtime systems using HPX as an exemplar implementation. Overheads were
categorized into broadly two categories: overheads associated with local task execution and
overheads associated with tasks executed remotely. Three existing techniques were applied
to the HPX runtime system viz. active message coalescing, task inlining and parallel loop
iteration chunking with the goal of lessening the effects of overheads.
With regards to overheads associated with tasks executed locally, a dynamic policy that
decides whether to inline a particular task at runtime was developed. It was seen that the
dynamic policy was able to attain an improvement of up to 63% over fully asynchronous
execution for the examples tested in this work. Also in the context of task inlining, a
methodology for estimating the granularity of task in relation to the overheads associated
with its creation and management was also developed. It was seen that task granularity is
different for different processor architectures. A largely architecture independent constant,
λmin, based on the overheads associated with creation and management of tasks was derived.
In the context of HPX parallel loop chunking, the same constant was used to to estimate
the chunk size of HPX parallel loops.
With regards to overheads associated with executing a task remotely, effects of active
message coalescing in the context of HPX was studied. Furthermore, methodologies and
metrics for analyzing the overheads associated with transmission and reception of active
messages were developed. The metrics identified in this research aid in evaluating network
efficiency by giving us an intrinsic view of the underlying network overhead which would
be difficult to measure using conventional methods.
In the future, with regards to the metrics pertaining to active message coalescing, the
strong positive correlation between execution time and network overhead opens new possi-
bilities for advanced adaptive solutions for message coalescing. The runtime system could
tune its coalescing parameters dynamically by evaluating the overhead counters provided
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by the performance counter framework. In the future, metrics and techniques defined in
this research could be used as a basis for the adaptive tuning of a broad set of messaging
parameters. With regards to task inlining, the effect of task inlining on GPUs would be
also be an avenue for further research. With regards to the autochunking policy in HPX,
one of the disadvantage of the policy is the fact that in order to estimate the granularity
of chunked loop iterations, one percent of the loop is executed in serial. This can be im-
proved in the future by reusing the estimated granularity for a particular loop if the loop
is executed more than once. Hence, for loops that are executed multiple times, the one
percent serial execution penalty is only felt once.
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Appendix A. Supplementary Results





























































































(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution






















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.1. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P1 on two threads.
All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of maximum
improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution






















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.2. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P1 on four threads.
All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of maximum
improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.3. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P2 on two threads.
All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of maximum
improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.4. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Logistic Regression example running problem LRA-P2 on four threads.
All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of maximum
improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.5. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P1 on two
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.6. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P1 on four
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution





















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.7. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P2 on two
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(b) Number of Tasks executed












































(c) Improvement with respect to fully asyn-
chronous execution






















































(d) Difference between current improvement and
maximum improvement
Figure A.8. (a) Execution time, (b) number of tasks executed, (c) improvement in ap-
plication execution time compared to fully asynchronous case and (d) difference between
improvement using current threshold value and the threshold value that attains maximum
improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example running problem ALS-P2 on four
threads. All values below the red line in (d) indicate those that are within one percent of
maximum improvement.
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(a) LRA-P1 on two threads



























































(b) LRA-P1 on four threads


























































(c) LRA-P2 on two threads


























































(d) LRA-P2 on four threads
Figure A.9. Difference between improvement using current threshold value and the thresh-
old value that attains maximum improvement for the Logistic Regression example along
with regression line. All values below the red line indicate those that are within one percent
of maximum improvement.
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(a) ALS-P1 on two threads


























































(b) ALS-P1 on four threads


























































(c) ALS-P2 on two threads



























































(d) ALS-P2 on four threads
Figure A.10. Difference between improvement using current threshold value and the thresh-
old value that attains maximum improvement for the Alternating Least Squares example
along with regression line. All values below the red line indicate those that are within one
percent of maximum improvement.
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